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From the structural stability viewpoint vector fields on M which are tangent to 
the boundary of M are analysed. A class of vector fields is characterized as struc- 
turally stable; this class corresponds to the class of Morse-Smale vector fields on 
closed manifolds, studied by Palis, Peixoto Smale, and others. In this class, nex 
phenomena occur as saddle connections along the boundary of M which are 
persistent by small perturbations. Thus, the techniques introduced by J. Palis 
(Topology 8 (1969)), which inspired the proof of the stability of a vector field in 
such a class, were substantially changed. Such modifications represent a main 
diflkulty in extending our results to higher dimensions. 
INTRODUCTION 
In 1937 Andronov and Pontrjagin [ 1 ] introduced the qualitative viewpoint 
in the perturbation theory of ordinary differential equations. Their idea was 
to characterize which vector fields on the disk pointing inwards at the 
boundary have the property that by small perturbations its phase portrait 
remained topologically unchanged. The formalization of “topologically 
unchanged” was to require the existence of a homeomorphism of the disk 
transforming orbits of the initial vector field onto orbits of the perturbed 
system. Now this property, called structural stability, is one of the central 
ideas of the theory of dynamical systems. It has been developed essentially 
for vector fields on closed (i.e., compact boundaryless) manifolds; the results 
in the nonclosed case, although quite interesting, are comparatively few and 
sparse. Already in the fifties researchers were turning their attention to flows 
on closed surfaces where the final result was the well-known paper of 
Peixoto [2] giving a characterization and proving the genericity of struc- 
turally stable vector fields on closed surfaces. In 1967 Smale, in a paper [3] 
where he laid the foundations of the n-dimensional theory of stability, 
explicitly dismissed the nonclosed case on tactical grounds. His viewpoint 
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was correct; boundaries and noncompacity were sources of problems of a 
slightly different nature and it seemed natural considering the embryonic 
state of development of the theory to concentrate the efforts in understanding 
dynamical systems on closed manifolds. Besides that, ordinary differential 
equations, which are the main field of motivation and application for 
dynamical systems, are usually posed in iFi” but quite frequently have either 
first integrals or are transversal to the boundary of certain open sets where 
the most interesting behaviour arises. Both situations make it possible to 
directly apply the results on closed manifolds. However, the development 
that stability theory on closed manifolds had after Smale’s paper made it 
possible to start working on other cases. In [4] Mendes developed a stability 
theory on noncompact boundaryless manifolds, assuming a certain behaviour 
at infinity. In [5] Sotomayor studied the case of flows on compact manifolds 
with boundary. He analysed this case from the generic viewpoint, 
considering the behaviour at the boundary that most vector fields have, 
where “most” stands for its topological meaning, i.e., a residual subset of the 
space of all vector fields. 
The main objective of this paper is to announce and prove results on the 
stability theory of flows on a compact 3-manifold with boundary, tangent o 
this boundary. This kind of boundary behaviour is quite frequent in 
applications, for instance, stationary motions of a fluid contained in an open 
set of R3 whose boundary is smooth. It also appears in the study of 
symmetric vector fields. We observe that the stability of such a vector field X 
implies the stability of the extension 2 of X to the double of M, x being 
symmetric with respect to aM, For surfaces, the study of symmetric vector 
fields is contained in the work of G. Reis [6]. 
Our main result will be a characterization, up to a subset of first category, 
of stable flows on a compact 3-dimensional manifold with boundary, tangent 
to this boundary and having a finite set of periodic orbits. Here stability 
means topological persistence of the phase portrait with respect to pertur- 
bations that are ;also tangent to the boundary. 
In the (simpler) case of closed manifolds a similar characterization was 
provided by Palis [7] and Palis and Smale [8]. 
In order to make precise statements of our results we will begin by 
introducing the basic notations and definitions, 
Let M be a compact C” manifold, with boundary, dim A4 = 3. From the 
structural stability viewpoint we will study vector fields on M which are 
tangent to the boundary of M. We observe that the tangent bundle is only 
defined for points in the interior of M, but it has a unique continuous 
extension to the boundary of M. In the same way, if f: hl t3 is a 
diffeomorphi,sm, Of, is only defined for points in the interior of M, but Dfx 
has also a unique continuous extension ta the boundary of M. Thus, we can 
define C’, r > 1, differentiability of vector fields on M. We will denote by 
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sm(M, 3M) the set of those vector fields which are tangent o 3M endowed 
with the C” topology. The concepts of hyperbolic singularities and closed 
orbits for XE 5F(M, aM> are also natural extensions of the case of a 
vector field on a closed manifold. 
Given X, YE Z”(M, ZM), we say that they are topologically equivalent 
if there is a homeomorphism h of M sending trajectories of X onto trajec- 
tories of Y. We say that X E sm(k?, aM> is structurally stable if there is a 
neighborhood V of X in s”(M, 344) such that all YE V is topologically 
equivalent to X. Let X,, Y, be the flows of X and Y, respectively. If 
hX, = Y,h, we say that h is a conjugacy and that X and Y are conjugate. 
Given p EM we define the w-limit (a-limit) of p to be the set of points 
q E M such that there is a sequence of real numbers t, -+ co (t, -+ --co) with 
lim Xt,(q) =p. A singularity p E M is hyperbolic if DX(p) has no eigenvalue 
with real part zero. If some of these real parts are negative and some 
positive, we call the singularity a saddle point. Similar concepts hold for 
periodic orbits by considering the Poincare mappings associated to local 
transverse sections. In all cases, we can associate to a hyperbolic periodic or 
a fixed orbit y a pair of invariant manifolds called the stable and unstable 
manifolds of 1’ and denoted by W’(v) and W’(y). If 7 c aM, then W’(y) is 
either an immersed submanifold contained in ZM or a manifold with 
boundary, whose boundary is contained in aM. They are as smooth as the 
system and are made of orbits that have the periodic or fixed orbit as their 
CL)- or a-limit set, respectively. 
A singularity or a periodic orbit of X is called a critical element. 
A point .x EM is a wandering point of X if there is a neighborhood I’3 x 
and a number t, > 0 such that if ] t ] > t,, then X,(V) n V = 0. Otherwise x is 
a nonwandering point of X. Let Q(X) be the set of the nonwandering points 
of X. When a(X) is a finite union of hyperbolic critical elements, we say 
that a(X) has a cycle if there is a sequence of critical elements 0, ,..., uk+, 
with or = ok+ 1 such that W”(Oi) n W”(aj) # 0. We say that FV”(ci) is 
transversal to Ws(crj) if T, W”(a,) + T, Ws(oj) = T,,M for each J’ E W”(oi) n 
Ws (Oj). 
Let now n? be a C” closed manifold and cZr(fi) its set of C’ vector fields 
with the C’ topology, r > 1. Next we define a class of vector fields which are 
especially interesting from the structural stability point of view. 
A vector field X E %‘(a) is called Morse-Smale if 
(i) Q(X) is a finite union of hyperbolic critical elements; 
(ii) if oi, dj E .Q(X) then W”(oi) is transversal to Ws(aj). 
The set of Morse-Smale vector fields is an open nonempty subset of 
Z*(k), r > 1, and each of its elements is structurally stable [7, 81 and when 
dim @ = 2 this class is also dense [2]. 
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In this paper we describe a corresponding class of vector fields in 
J?(M, &l4), denoted by Z&(M, 344). Our main purpose here is to prove 
that the elements of Z&(M, am) are structurally stable. Moreover, up to a 
subset of first category (meager), it exhausts all the structurally stable vector 
fields in L;%-“(M, 3M) with a nonwandering set made of a finite union of 
critical elements. 
Let us state these results in a precise way. We denote by ZF(M, aM) the 
subset of %“(M, &‘G) whose elements have a nonwandering set made of a 
finite union of critical elements. 
THEOREM I. Let M be a smooth compact manifold with boundary. If 
X E Z-p(M, %M) is structurally in .g”‘(M, ZM), then: 
(i) Q(X) is hyperbokc. 
(ii) XI&f is Morse-Smale. 
(iii) Let oi, oj E Q(X). If x E M is a nontransuersal point of wU(n,) 
with W’(uj) then .x E aM and rsi or oj is a singularity of X. 
Consequently, L?(X) has no cycle. 
DEFINITION 1. A vector field X E AP(M, aM) is called Morse-Smale if 
(i) Q(X) is a finite union of hyperbolic critical elements. 
(ii) X/aM is Morse-Smale. 
(iii) Let oi, crj E G(X). If there is x E M such that ?c is a 
nontransversal point of W”(a,j with lV(uj) then x E aM and ci or u.~ is a 
singularity of X. If oj (resp. ai) is an attractor (resp. repeller) closed orbit of 
X/BM with dim Ws(ai) = 2 (resp. dim N’“(oj) = 2) then the eigenvalues of 
DX(cJ (resp. DX(uj)) are different. 
For technical reasons we will consider only those vector fields X of 
Morse-Smale which satisfy the following condition: 
(L) Let y E Q(X) be a closed orbit (resp. a singularity), f, the Poincare 
map associated and p E y such that f,(p) =p. Then there is a neighborhood 
7“ of X in 2Z”“(M, %M) such that for every YE y”, if j(F) is the closed 
orbit (resp. singularity) of Y near y andf& is the Poincare map associated 
to Y(Y), then.&., (resp. Y) is C%nearizable in a neighborhood ofp (resp. 
14. 
The set of Morse-Smale vector fields in %“(M, %M) is denoted by 
X&(&Z, aM). We remark that condition (L) above excludes a subset of 
first category in ZF(M, aM). 
THEOREM 2. Let M be a smooth Cm manifold with bourtdary, 
dim M = 3. Then Xi0 ,,(M> aM) is open in Z”(M, aM). 
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THEOREM 3. Let M be a smooth C” manifold with boundary, 
dim M= 3. If XE 2S’$JM, 8M) then X is structurally stable in 
.Z-‘= (M, 8M). 
From Theorems 1 and 3 we have the following. 
COROLLARY. If the boundary of M is orientable, up to a subset ofBrst 
category we have that X E Sp(M, JM) is (structurally) stable if and only if 
X E %& (M, aM>. 
We remark that in the context of closed manifolds, Palis [7] and Palis and 
Smale [8] showed that any two topologically equivalent Morse-Smale vector 
fields can be reparametrized in such a way that they are topologically 
conjugate. In S&(M, 8M) there are examples where this is not possible, 
i.e., there are vector fields in S&(M, 8M) which are topologically 
equivalent but it is impossible to reparametrize them in such a way that they 
are topologically conjugate. This shows that the techniques introduced by 
Palis in [7], which inspired the proof of Theorem 3, were substantially 
changed here. Such modifications represent a main difficulty in extending 
our results to higher dimensions. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
Throughout this paper, M is a C” compact manifold, 3-dimensional and 
with boundary. 
Given XE Sm(M, aM), if pO (resp. oO) is a hyperbolic singularity (resp. 
closed orbit) of X, there is a neighborhood Z! of X in Z”(A/l aM) such that 
each YE 2? has a hyperbolic singularity (resp. closed orbit) P, (resp. or,) 
near pO (resp. u,,). If pO E %&Z (resp. o,, E 8M), pO is a hyperbolic singularity 
(resp. closed orbit) of X/aM and so, there is a neighborhood 2? of X/aM in 
2J?“(A4, %M) such that every FE Z? has a hyperbolic singularity (resp. 
closed orbit) P,- (resp. crp) in 8M near P, (resp. (lo). If % is small enough we 
can suppose that for every YE 2?‘, Y/aME % and so pr =P~,~,,~ (resp. 
oy = (T~-/~~~), that is, the hyperbolic singularity (resp. closed orbit) of Y near 
pO E aM (resp. o0 E aM) is in the boundary of M. 
Let p,, be a hyperbolic singularity of X E S”“(M, a&f) and -Ai, 1 < i < 3, 
the eigenvalues of DX(p,); A,, /1, > 0 and A, < 0. If A, < A2 we say that --A2 
is the strongest contracting eigenvalue at pO. If the strongest eigenvalue at pO 
is defined, there is an X,-invariant submanifold Wss(pO), called the strong 
stable manifold, which is tangent to the subspace of TpoM defined by -2,. 
Moreover, there is a uniquely defined foliation flss(pO) of W’@,) with 
smooth leaves such that WSS(p,) is a leaf and such that X, maps leaves to 
leaves (see [Ill). If pO E aM, pO is also a singularity of X/aM and, either 
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lF(p,) c C%f or Wss(p,) is transversal to 844. Let us suppose that 
W”(p,) c&f and let YE Z”(M, aM) be near X, po(Y)E &V is the 
singularity of Y near p,,. Then IV(p,,(Y)) is defined and it is easy to see 
that W”(p,,(Y)) is contained in the boundary of M. Similarly, if FFs@O) is 
transversal to 8M then FVss(p,(Y)) is ako transversai to &V. 
If X E Z”(M, &44) is such that Q(X)= {ai; ci is a critical element of X. 
1 < i < n} is hyperbolic and has no cycles we can define a relation of partial 
order in the set of critical elements of X as follows: CJ~ < Oj iff w”(ci) i? 
W”(uj) f @ and ui + uj. Let CJ~, aj E Q(X). We say that the behavior of ci 
with respect o oj is one if ui < uj and there is no z E Q(X) with Ui < z < Uj. 
We say that the behavior is k if there is a sequence of critical elements 
Ui=y, < . . . < yk = uj such that yi has behaviour one with respect o JJi+ r. 
Let p0 be a hyperbolic singularity of XE Z”(M, Sfj. A fundamental 
domain for the stable manifold of p0 is a compact set D,(p,, X) c W’(p,J 
which is diffeomorphic to a sphere and is such that each orbit in 
FV(p,)\{p,} has a unique intersection with Ds(pO, X). It is clear that if the 
behaviour of ui with respect to p,, is one then w”(ai)nD,(p,,X) is a 
compact set. Let u,, be a hyperbolic closed orbit of X with period u) and S a 
cross section of cl0 at p,, E co. Let U c S be an open set andfi CJ-+ S be the 
Poincari map associated to S, namely,f(x) is the first intersection with S of 
the positive orbit through x. A fundamental domain for the stable manifold 
off at p0 is a compact set D&p,, f ) c W’(p,, f ) which is diffeomorphic to 
the annulus S’-’ X [O, I] where s is the dimension of the stable manifold 
and is such that an orbit of each point x f lV(p,J)\{p,} has one and at 
most two points in D,(p,, f ). It is clear that if the behaviour of ai with 
respect o erO is one then W”(U~) f7 D,(p, ,f) is a compact set. Moreover, if 
dim W”(crJ = 1 then W”(ui) n a,&,f) has one and at most two points. 
Now we make some remarks about the properties that define 
!s-&(M, m>. 
Given X E %“(M, 8M) if F is a vector field defined on c?IM near X/S&f it 
is easy to see that F can be extended to a vector field Y defined on all of M, 
Y near X. Therefore, if we are looking for the stable vector fields 
X E s”(n/l, c?M) it is necessary that X/%2 be stable and as dim 344 = 2, in 
the case that %JI is orientable, X/a&f must be a Morse-Smale vector field 
12, 141. 
If XE LP(M, a!q is such that all its critical elements atisfy (ii) and 
(iii) of Definition 1, we say that X satisfies the transversality condition 
modulus ~24. If x E 3M is a nontransversal (in M) intersection point of 
W”(g,) with W’(a,) we say that (u,,. 0,) have a saddle connection along the 
boundary of M and in this case, the invariance of 3&l by the flow induced by 
X implies that uO, u1 E 3M. 
If (ao, 0,) have a saddle connection along the boundary of M for 
X E %‘O(M, aM> then, if X is stable, (TV or 0, must be a singularity of X 
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because if both were closed orbit then X would not be even locally stable in 
a neighborhood of the closure of an orbit in the intersection W”(c,) n W(o,) 
(see [16]. 
Also it is clear that conditions (ii) and (iii) are necessary for the stability 
of a vector field XE Zp(M, aM) [7, 81. 
In fact, these observations prove that if the boundary of M is orientable 
and XE %p(M, aM) is stable then X satisfies (i)-(iii) of Theorem 1. To 
complete the proof of this theorem we have only to conclude that in the 
above conditions 0(X) has no cycles. This will be a consequence of the 
following proposition. 
PROPOSITION. If X E Sp(M, &VZ) satisJes (i)-(iii) of Theorem 1 then 
l2(X) has no cycles. 
ProoJ Let crO, or,..,, ok = co be a k-cycle in Q(X). Since 0(X) contains 
only critical elements and X satisfy the transversality condition modulus aM, 
there is i, E (O,..., k} such that ui, E %M. The invariance of the boundary of 
M by the flow induced by X implies that cri,+ , E cYM. Then (ciO, oiO+ i) have a 
saddle connection along the boundary of M. As X satisfy the transversality 
condition modulus ZIt4 we conclude that criO is a singularity (resp. closed 
orbit), LTi,+i is a closed orbit (resp. singularity) and dim W(Gi,) = 2. 
Suppose that (oiO, pi,+ 1) h ave the unique saddle connection in the cycle and 
let .‘c E #“‘(aiD) n Ws(oiO+ i). As W”(crj) r-l W”(crj+ J is transversal for j # i,, 
it is not difficult to see that x E 0(X), which is a contradiction. Let us 
suppose that there is more than one saddle connection along the boundary of 
M and let (aj,, Oj,+r)q j,, z i,, be one of them. It is not difficult to see that 
W’“(U~,-~)~I Ws(Uj,,+~)# @. Thus ~o~ci,...,cjO-r, ojjo+2,..*,ok=c0 is a 
(k - 2)-cycle in Q(X). Repeating the argument for all saddle connections 
along the boundary of h4 different from (cri,, criO+ ,) we finally get that there 
is a cycle in 0(X) with (tic, GiO+ I ) as the unique saddle connection. Applying 
the above argument we have the result. a 
COROLLARY. If X E S&(M, 3&f) then L?(X) has no cycle. 
Finally, we observe that some of the equivalences, between nearby 
elements in .%&(M, %4), are such that they cannot be changed to a 
conjugacy, not even if a continuous reparametrization is allowed. In fact, 
consider the following example: let X E Z$s(M, cYM) satisfy the following 
condition: 
There is (p, aO) having a saddle connection along the boundary of M and 
a closed orbit (T, in the interior of M such that: 
(a) p is a singularity of X, p E d&f, dim W”(p) = 1, W’“(p) c Z&f. 
(b) c0 is a closed orbit, 6, c c?M, Ws(oo) CAM and W”(a,) fl 
WS(o,) # 0. 
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Let YE &&(M, JM) be near X, (ii, c?,,) the saddle connection for Y near 
(p, a,) and Or the closed orbit of Y in the interior of M near ol, WU(8,J fI 
FV(8,) # @. Reparametrizing the vector fieIds X and Y we can assume that 
the periods of the closed orbits from both are one. Let S, be a cross section 
of X and Y at p. E o0 and p,, f cFO, and S, a cross section of X and Y at 
p1 E crl and p, E aI. Let&,& be the Poincare maps associated to ui, 6, and 
pi, ,iii the eigenvalues of I&(pJ and IZ$(J?~), i = 0, 1. Suppose that there 
exists a homeomorphism h: 444 conjugating X and Y. As in [ 171, we prove 
that h must be linear (in the logarithmic scale) in FV”Cp,,f,) and in 
particular h: W”(po,fo)\{po} --f W”(p,,&)\{@,,~ is a diffeomorphism. Since 
h is a conjugacy, we have that h: E”‘(a,)\{o,\ --) W”(o’,)\{d,j is a 
diffeomorphism. Now we take neighborhoods U,, c S,, UC, c S, where f, 
and fI are Cl-linearizables, Let Z be a disk transversal to Ws(p,JL) 
contained in U,, n FV”(a,). Clearly h induces a conjugacy betwen fr and f, 
and since h: wU(cr,)\{o,,} -+ V(6,)\{3,} is a diffeomorphism the same is 
true for the restriction of h to Z. (See the diagram below.) 
We can suppose that h(X) = c is contained in U,. Let (I+~,,),, N be such 
that IV, + (0, ,I!) E FV(p,,f,). We can take n’n =f:(x,), x, E Z, x, + (x, 0) 
with rz -+ co. Since I?,, --$ (0, w) E IV”@, Jr), h(w,) = tin has to converge to a 
point $ in w”(p, J,). If rv, = (ru:, FV~) and x, = (xi, xi) then IV: =,tiy 6 .$. 
Now, if ?n = h(xJ then Xi = anxi with a, + a # 0 as n-+ co. Thus, 
Gi =f:(-Ti) = ,E~x: =.D:a,,xi = (,iil/~l)” a, I+):. We conclude that {W,} 
converges to a point G in W”(p, Jr)\{ PI) if and only if ,u, = ,I.?, . As ,U I and 
p, are eigenvalues associated to Poincare maps they are invariants by 
reparametrizations. Also it is clear that given X as above there is Y 
arbitrarily near X with ,u~ #,B, and thus, in any reparametrization, X and Y 
are not conjugates. 
2. OPENNESS 
Let GPE c Xa,(M, aM> be the set of vector fields X E 5T&(M, ai”14) such 
that X has at most one pair of critical elements (no, a,) having a saddle 
connection along the boundary of M. 
DEFINITION. We say that (cr,,, ol) is of 1st type if o0 and o, are 
singularities of X, dim w”(a,) = 1, dim W’(o,> = 2. 
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(co, a,) is of 2nd type if o,, is a singularity, or is a closed orbit, 
dim Cy”(a,) = 1, wS*(a,) c &iI, dim W’(ur) = 2. 
(a,, a,) is of 3nd type if G,, is a singularity, err is a closed orbit, 
dim lV’(aO) = 1, W”“(a,) is transversal to aM, dim W”(aJ = 2. 
(o,,, a,) is of 4th type if co is a singularity, cr, is a closed orbit, 
dim W’(a,)= 1, FV”“(a,)c~M and dim W”(ar) = 2. 
(co, 0,) is of 5th type if o0 is a singularity, ur is a closed orbit, 
dim Ws(oO) = 1, FV”“(aO) is transversal to aM, Ws(o,) c aA and 
dim FV’(o,) = 2. 
Let Zy(M, 3M) c 01, i = 0, l,..., 5, be defined by: 
.ZF(M, %M) = {XE @ such that X has no saddle connections}, 
Xy(M, i)M) = {XE 6? such that X has a unique saddle connection along 
the boundary of M and this one is of ith type}, i= l,..., 5. 
We will prove that sy(M, 8M), 0 <i < 5, is open in %“O(M, 8M) and 
each of its elements is structuraly stable. Before that, let us reacall some 
basic results. 
DEFINITION. Let z be a hyperbolic singularity of X E Z”(M, &II). An 
unstable foliation (or unstable tubular family) for X at z is a Co foliation 
.F”(z, X) in a neighborhood V” of W”(z) satisfying the following properties: 
1. The leaves are C”O disks varying continuously in the C” topology. 
2. The foliation is X,-invariant for all t, that is, X,@‘“(r)) c F”(X,(x)), 
where F”(x) is the leaf through the point x. 
3. Each leaf intersects W’(z) transversally at a unique point. 
We observe that the leaf through z is w(z). Similarly we define stable 
foliation. 
DEFINITION. Let 1’ be a closed orbit of XE Z”(M, &I4), S a cross 
section of y at p E y and f the associated Poincare map. Then f is of class 
C” and hasp as a hyperbolic fixed point. An unstable foliation (or unstable 
tubular family) for f at p is a Co foliation F”(p,f) in a neighborhood V” of 
W”(p,f) in S satisfying the following conditions: 
1. The leaves are Cm disks varying continuously in the C”O topology. 
2. The foliation is S-invariant; namely, f(F”(x)) c F”(f(x)) where 
F(x) is the leaf through the point x. 
3. Each leaf intersects W”(p,f) transversally (in S) at a unique point. 
We observe that the leaf through p is W”(p,f). 
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DEFINITION. Let y be a closed orbit of X E %“(M, aM>. An unstable 
fotiation F”(y) for X at y is a Co foliation in a neighborhood VU of W”(y) 
such that: 
1. The leaves are C” disks varying continuously in the C” topology. 
2. The foliation is X,invariant for all t; namely, X,(F”(x)) c P(X,(x)) 
where P’(x) is the leaf through the point x E V”. 
3. Each leaf intersects W’(y) transversally at a unique point. 
4. W”(Y) = UtER X,V’“(p)) where P E Y- 
Let o,, crz E G(X) be such that or < crz. We say that the unstable foliation 
K”(G~, X) is compatible with the unstable foliation F(crz, X) if each leaf of 
F”(az, X) that intersects some leaf of x”(or, X) is contained in this leaf 
and the foliation jT”(oz,, X) restricted to a leaf of FU(ol, X) is a Cm 
foliation. Similarly we define stable foliations and compatibility of stable 
foliations. 
See 17, 191 for the proof of the foollowing: 
LEMMA 1. Let XE Xy(M, 8M), 2 < i < 5. Suppose R(X) = v1 U 1.. U 
v,uaoUo,uy,u~~~ U y, where (o,,, o,) is the pair having the saddle 
connection along the boundary of M. There is a neighborhood 
%’ c s”(M, 8M) of X and a continuous map p: ZP -+ Z”(M, 8M) such that 
if Y, = p(Y) then: 
I. LqY,) = v,(Y*) u--* u vdY*) u ho u a,(Y*) u Y,(Yd w 
. . . U yt(Y,) where each vi( Y*), yj(Y*), oo(Y,), o,(Y,) are the critical 
elements of Y* near vi, yj, oO, crl, respectively, and (o,(Y*), u,( Y*)) have the 
unique saddie connection along the boundary of M and is of the same type as 
(a,, a,); Y* satisfies condition (L) from Section 1. 
2. X, has the same trajectories as X (thus it is topological& 
equivalent to X) and each closed orbit 8, of X* admits a differentiable 
invariant cross section St at a point of 0,. 
3. For each YE P/, Y* has the same trajectories as Y and its closed 
orbits have the same period and the same invariant cross section as the 
corresponding closed orbits of X, . 
4. We can construct a compatible family of unstable foliations 
~“(~lfY*)),...,jr”(l’k(Y*)), ~“(o,(Y,)) d an a compatible family of stable 
foliations .P(o,(Y,)), 5’(y,(Y,)),...,Srs(yl(Y,)) vaving Continuously with 
Ye‘ 
Remarks. 1. The vector fields Y and Y* have the same trajectories and 
so YE Zy(M, aM) if and only if Y, E ZF(M, aM), 2 < i < 5. For 
simplicity we denote Y, by Y. 
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2. We can assume that for each YE Z! all closed orbits of YE % 
have the same period w = 1. 
3 -. We have the following result: 
“Let f: Ma be a C’ diffeomorphism, r > 2, such that every 
diffeomorphism sufficiently near f is C2-linearizable in a neighborhood of 
p EM where p is a hyperbolic fixed point of f with dim W5(p, f) = 2. 
Assume that there is a foliation yj in a fundamental neighborhood N of 
W”Cp, f) satisfying the following conditions: 
a. 3-j is an f-invariant codimension one foliation. 
b. If FS(.x, f) denotes the leaf of Fj through the point x E N then 
P(x,f) is a C’ disk, r > 2, varying continuously in the C’ topology. 
c. Each leaf of .FJ intersects W”(p,f) transversally at a unique point. 
d. The map x ++‘f T,F(x,f) is C’. 
Then fl; can be extended to an f-invariant foliation Y”(p,f) in a 
neighborhood of W’(p,f) with the same properties as -;Ts-. Moreover, if f 
and f are near and the foliations flj and <; are such that the maps 0, and 
0, are C’-close, then their extensions to neighborhoods of p and p are also 
Cl-close.” 
The proof for f linear is not difficult. In the above case we use that the 
linearization depends continuously on the vector field in the C* topology (see 
Appendix). 
Thus, if XE Sy(M, aM>, 2 < i < 5, proceeding by induction on the 
critical elements yj(Y), 1 ,< j,< I, we get the stable foliation F’(u,(Y)) with 
the above properties. In the same way we can get F”(a,(Y)) with those 
properties. 
4. We still have the same results in STy(M, aM), i = 0, 1, with the 
simplifications implied by the nonexistence of saddle connections between a 
singularity and a closed orbit. 
We observe that the openness of Sr(M, aM) is not an immediate conse- 
quence of the previous lemma because we cannot guarantee the transversality 
between K’“(v,(Y)) and W”(y,i(y>). This is because the angle between 
CV”(v,(X)) and W”(]>(Y)) tends to zero when we approach to the orbit at a 
point in the intersection PV’(o,(X)) n Ws(a,(x)). Next we prove a lemma 
which will guarantee the openness of Zp(M, 8M) and will be used in the 
proof of the stability of a vector field X E XF(M, 3M). 
Let XE Zy(M, aM) and % be the neighborhood of X given by the 
previous lemma. For each YE P/, 52(Y) = v,(y) U . m. U vk( Y) LJ oo(y> U 
~1v-l” Y’(Y)” .*- U y{(Y) where vi(Y), go(Y), a,(Y), yj(Y) are the critical 
elements of Y near the correspondents of X. Taking 5S! small enough we can 
suppose that there is U,, c M such that for each YE %‘, oO(Y) E U,, Y is C*- 
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linearizable in U, and the diffeomorphism linearizing Y is C2-close to the 
corresponding diffeomorphism for X (see Appendix). Let /I > 1 such that 
P > Myw,tY) f or every YE 22 where --1,(Y), --d,(Y) are the contractible 
eigenvalues of DY(u,(Y)). 
Let T”(or(Y)), X”(yj(Y)), 1 <j< 1, and R”(vi(Y)), 1 < i< k, be the 
compatible stable and unstable foliations given by Lemma 1. 
Let D,(o,(Y)) c U,, be a fundamental domain for W’ (aJY)) and C c U, 
a cross section for each YE %‘, C as in the diagram below. 
’ D&,(Y)) 
It is clear that ;T”(vi(Y)), 1 < i < k, induces a foliation in an open subset of 
C which intersects D,(o,(Y)) in an open set WO(Y) with p,,(Y) f3 3M = @. 
We can extend this foliation to a foliation y”(C, Y) of C such that the 
leaves of y”(C, Y) through points of D,(o,(Y))\int W(Y) are linear where 
WY) c ~,(~oW)) is a compact set cointaining W,(Y) in its interior. If 
x E C we denote by F’“y(x, C) the leaf of K’(C, Y) at x. 
Let S, c U,, be a cross section for every YE Z! at q&X) E W”(u,(X)) (7 
IV(crr(X)). For each YE % we denote by qO(Y) the intersection of 
W”(u,(Y)) with S,. 
Let S be an invariant cross section at p,(Y) E o,(Y) (see Lemma l),f, the 
associated Poincare map and D,(p,(Y),f,) a fundamental domain for 
FV(p,(Y),f,). We denote by q,(Y) the intersection of @‘“(o,(Y)) with 
~s(P*mfY). 
LEMMA 2. There is a neighborhood w/ ofX and for each YE Z! there is 
a foliation, with singularity, Fus(p,(y),fy) of a neighborhood 
V”(p,(Y)) c S of V(p,(Y),fy) satisfying the following properties: 
1. 3”(pI(Y),fy) is f,.-invariant. 
2. rf F?(z) E9-US(pl(Y),fr) denotes the leaf at z E V”(p,(Y)) we 
have that if F?(x) nFU,S(y) # 0 then either F:!(x) = FU,S(y) or there is 
m E N such that F;?(X) n F?(y) =fG(ql(Y)). 
3. Let N(Y) be a fundamental neighborhoodfir Ds(pl(Y),fy). 
Then : 
(a) ql(Y) is the unique singularity in K”“(pl(Y),fv)/N(Y) and the 
leaves at q,(Y) are piecewise differentiable disks varying continuously in the 
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Co topology and intersect each leaf of sTs(pI(Y),fu) at a unique point. The 
leaves through points in N(Y)\(q,(Y) 1 are C2 disks varying continuously in 
the C2 topology and intersect transversally each leaf of Ks(pI(Y), f,) at a 
unique point. 
(b) Let N+(Y) be the connected component of N(Y) containing q,(Y) 
and P,: N,(Y)\{q,(Y)}+C the Poincare’ map. There is a compact set 
C(Y) c C such that: 
0) wr) = ~s(~o(Y))* 
(ii) For each x E C, FF(x, C) n C(Y) is a disk whose diameter tends 
to zero when x + aM. If x E Wo( Y), Fi(x, C) c C(Y). 
(iii) For each x E C(Y) there is a unique leaf F?(z) E 
~““h(Y)~f,YN+V’) at q,(Y) such that P; ‘(FF(x, C) n C(Y)) c Fp(z). 
In particular each leaf of sT”s(pl(Y),fy) intersecting an unstable manifold 
W”(v,(Y)) is contained in this unstable manifold. 
Proof. For each YE %’ let q~r: U, + R 3 be a C2 coordinate system 
linearizing Y. For x E U, we denote by (x,, x2, x3) the coordinates of x. 
Then Y(x~,x~,x~)=(-~~~(~)s~, -12(y)x2, A3(y)x3), Ai(Y)>O, O,<i<3, 
A,(Y) < Mn 
Let S, = q;‘(P) where P = {(x1, x2, 1); x, > O), q(Y) = p;‘(O, 0, 1) and 
4=(0,0, 1). 
Let rcy: S,\(q(Y)) --f C be the Poincare map. Then &JP, Y) = 
V)YG ‘P-K r>> is a foliation (with singularity) of P whose singularity is q. 
For x E P, F’“(x, Y) denotes the leaf of ro(P, Y) at x. 
Let M,,MZE IF?+, M, <M,, and define 19~: [-I, l] + P by B,(x)= 
(x,MiIxl”,1),i=1,2.LetAjcP,O,<i~3,asinthediagrambelow. 
Shrinking ZZ if necessary we can assume that M,, M, are such that for 
each YE %‘, Barr;’ is contained in the interior of A, where F E F”(C, Y) 
is a leaf through a point of W(Y). 
Consider the foliations 6(P), 1 < i ,< 3, of P where T(P) (X2(P) resp.) is 
defined as the translation along the x-axis of the curve 8, restricted to [0, l] 
(resp. [-l,O]) and e(P) is the foliation of P\A, whose leaves are the 
integral curves of the vector field V, defined in P\A, as V3(x,y, 1) = 
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(1, M,P [xIp-* sign x, 0). For z E P, F’(z) denotes the leaf of xi(P) through 
the point z, 1 < i < 3. (See the diagram below.) 
Finally, we consider the foliation x”“(q, Y) of P such that the restriction 
of Fus(q, Y) to A, coincides with the restriction of Fo(q, Y) to A, ; in Ai, 
i = 1,2, F”“(q, Y) coincides with the restrictions of 5(P) to Ai ; in P\A, 
fl”(q, Y) coincides with x1(P). x”“(q, Y) is a foliation (with singularity) 
of P whose singularity is q. 
Let G,: A’,+ S, be the Poincare map, Then G, o tp,;‘(u~““(q, Y)) is a 
foliation (with singularity) of a neighborhood N(q,(Y)) in S, (S, = S,) 
denoted by T”“(q,(Y), Y). Shrinking % if necessary we can assume that 
there is a neighborhood V(qo(X)) of q,,(X) in S, such that for each YE g’, 
N(q,(Y)) =) V(q,,(X)). We observe that if F is a leaf of LTus(q,(y), Y) then 
either F is differentiable or F has a unique point where it is not differentiable 
and this point is the intersection of F with the image of the boundary of 
A,\{ql by G,; 0 co;‘. 
Let N c S be a compact fundamental neighborhood of D,@r(X)&). 
We can suppose that N is a fundamental neighborhood of Dr(~,(Y),fY) for 
every YE %. We denote by NT the connected component of N containing 
ql{X). It is clear that if 5,: N, -+ S, is the Poincare map then 
~:y(Z”(pl(Y),fk.)/N+) =F”(q,(Y), Y) is a C’ foliation of S, and t;, = 
S, n &I4 is a leaf. Our goal is to prove the existence of neighborhoods 7- of 
X and W(q,(X)) of qo(X) in S, such that YE 7 each leaf LT’s(q,(Y), Y) in 
W(qJX)) intersects a leaf of F’(q,(Y), Y) at a unique point. We could get 
this by reasoning that those are transversal foliations except at q,(Y). But 
this is not possible directly because not all leaves of F”“(q,,(Y), Y) are 
differentiable. To avoid this problem we prove that there is a neighborhood 
~MX>) = SrJ of 40(x) such that for i = 0, 3, p;‘(T(P, X) j is transversal to 
~“tqdx)~ X> in ~MX))\IqotX)l. F or i = 1, 2, T(S,) is transversal to 
~Yqdx)> in V(q,(X))\(Z, n V(qJX)). This implies the result for 
~““(qo(X), x) and -+?%,(Xj, -9. N ow we could argue that as the function 
Y ++ ox 0 G, o rp;’ varies continuously with Y in the C* topology, the same 
result wouldi remain for Y near enough X. This fails because although 
o; ‘(5(P, X)) and F”(qo(X), X), i = 1,2, are transverse in V(q,(X))\(Z, ~7 
V(q,(X)), the angle between the leaves goes to zero when we approach C;,. 
The same occurs with the angle between the leaves of rp~ ‘(<(P, X)), i = 0, ‘3, 
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and F’(qo(X),X) h w en we get near q,,(X). This leads us to a careful 
analysis of the foliations 5(P, Y), 0 ,< i ,< 3, and so what follows will be a 
little technical. 
It is clear that fl”(P, Y) = qr o G;‘(Fs(q,(Y), Y) is a C’ foliation of P 
and {(xi, 0,O) E P} is a leaf. Moreover, by the construction of x’(pi(Y), Y) 
and the continuous variation of pr with Y in the C’ topology (see 
Appendix), a vector field tangent to a leaf of X”(P, Y) can be written as 
(1, x2g,(x,, x1), 0) where g, E Co, g,(x, , 0) = 0 for every x, and g, varies 
continuously with Y (see remark 3 in Lemma 1). For w E P we denote by 
F;(w) the leaf of ,F”(P, Y) at w. 
Let Vi:P-+IR2, i= 1,2, and V,:P\A,+R* be defined by: 
V,(x,y, 0) = (l,pMyy-““, O), 
V*(x, I’, 0) = (1) -#MyBy - “4, O), 
((1, M,Px4-1, 0) if x>O 
v3(x’J”o)= 1(1,-M,pJxJ5-‘,0) if x<O. 
We observe that for each 1 < i < 3, Vi is tangent o the leaves of &(P, Y). 
Consider V,: P -+ R * defined by V,(x, y, 0) = (1, ygy(x, y), 0); V, is 
tangent o the leaves of F”(P, Y). 
For i = I, 2, we define EL: P -+ R by E;(z) = Vi(z) . V;(z) - V:.(z) * V!(z) 
where V$(z), j = 1,2, are the first two coordinates of V,(z). In the same way 
we define EC: P\A, -+ R. It is easy to see that if z = (x, y, 0) then 
E;(z) = y -PM;” - - gy(‘y, Y> 7 
Y 
1’,, 1 
Y M,B4-’ +-g&v> 
[ 1 if x>O 
E;(z) = 
--M,PI-+‘$-g,(w) 1 if x < 0. 
As g, varies continuously with Y there are neighborhoods V,(q) 3 q in P, 
Pi 3 X and a constant C > 0 such that for each YE Pi, / gy(x, y)l < C for 
every (x, y, 0) E V,(q). Shrinking V,(q) if necessary (1) implies that for each 
YE 9,) (I/y) Ek(x, y, 0) > 0 and (l/y) Ec(x, y, 0) < 0 for every (x, y, 0) E 
V,(q). So, for each i = 1, 2, the vectors V,(z) and V,(z) are linearly 
independent for z E V,,(q)\{ (x, 0,O); x E W} = r(q). Thus, each leaf of 
&(P, Y)/V,(q) intersects a leaf of R”(P, Y)/F(q) transversally at a unique 
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point. Also, if Y E P, and (x, y, 0) E V,,(q)\A, , (l/y) E:(x, y, 0) > 0 for 
x > 0 and (l/y) Ec(x, y, 0) < 0 for x < 0 and so, each leaf of 
&(PY Y)\P%l)\bN t in ersects each leaf of F”(P, Y),/V,(g) transversally in 
a unique point. 
Now, let us define a vector field tangent o the leaves of 3&P, Y) and the 
correspondent function Ei.: P -+ R. 
Each leaf of rp,(3”(C, Y)) can be parametrized by s ~--t (x&), yI(s), s); 
x,, yy E C’. From this it follows that qr o 71;’ o I;‘, y&), S) = (Xy(s), 
py(s). 0) where zy(s) = s’~~.‘~x~(s) and jry(s) = s’~‘.~~J~,(s). Let C,, = 
{(x, y, 0) E P; x2 +y2 < ri} where y0 > 0 is sufficiently small. Each curve 
s t-r (*my, P,(s), 0) = -y( j . t z s m ersects the boundary of C,@ in a unique point 
6. We denote by Z;(s, 0) the curve Z;(S) through the point 6 and by (xB(s, 8), 
yr(s, 8), s) the leaf of ~JI,(F”(C, Y)) such that q’y o n;‘(q;‘(x,(s, 6): 
yy(s, 0), s)) = F(s, 6). The map (s, 6) ++ f(s, 0) is C’. 
Let Yt: C,.O + R 2 be defined by 
Thus py is tangent to the leaves of flo(P, Y). Defining EF-: P+ R as 
previously (i.e.3 E”, = (V, x VJk) it is easy to see that if Z = Z&, 6) then 
E;r(Z)=y,(s, 0) 
Let 
(1) We observe that there are 0,) 8, E C,.O such that 2&s, 0) = .s*l’-‘C .(6) 
and Y;(s, 19) = s ‘2’-‘3 dy(6) for each YE P and every 0 E (0,0,] U [B,, 7~). As 
the stable manifolds depend continuously on Y in compact parts we may 
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suppose that for each YE Pi, ] C,(t9)] < C where C is a constant. By the 
continuity of g,. with respect o Y, shrinking Z& if necessary we conclude that 
there is s0 > 0 such that if 0 < s < s0 and 8 E (0,0,] u [8,, 7~) then 
h&,19) > 0 for every YE Pi. 
(2) The tangent spaces of the leaves of tubular families depend 
continuously on the vector field and on the point. The stable manifold 
depend continuously on the vector field in compact parts. So, there is a 
neighborhood & of X, Pz c P,, and a constant C > 0 such that for YE ??$ 
the maps I/y,@, 8), x&s, e), (a/&) y,(.x. t9) and @/&)x,(x, 0) are bounded 
for 8, < B < &. As g, depend continuously on Y, shrinking Z$ if necessary, 
there is s1 > 0 such that if 0 < s < si and 8 E [8,, 6$], Izy(s: 0) > 0 for each 
YE q. 
From (1) and (2) it follows that there is a neighborhood V,(q) of 4 E P 
such that if YE P&) (l/j?) EF(,u, y, 0) > 0 for every (x, y, 0) E 
V,(q)\{@3 0, WI. s o, each leaf of FO(P, Y)/V,(q) intersects a leaf of 
F”(P, Y)/( V,(q)\ {(x, 0, 0)}) transversally in a unique point. 
Let P = %I and V(q) = V,,(q)n V,(q). It is easy to see that the above 
conclusions imply that if YE Z’/, each leaf of x”‘(q, Y) restricted to V(q) 
intersects a leaf of <y”(P, Y) at a unique point. Taking W(q,(X)) = p,; ‘( V(q)) 
we have the same result for x”“(q,,(Y)j/ W(q,(X)) and 3”(q,(Y)). Now, 
~;‘(~“s(qo(y))l~(q,(x))) is a foliation of an open subset of N, which 
contains q,(Y). We extend this foliation to a &-invariant foliation in a 
neighborhood P’“(pi(Y)) CS of W”(pl(Y)&) which is denoted by 
;/““(p,(Y)&). Note that a leaf F of 3’-‘“(p,( Y),&) is not differentiable if 
and only if Fn 7-c;’ 0 G, 0 q;‘(~?(A,\{q})) # 0 and the unique point where 
F is not differentiable is this intersection. It is clear that flus(pl(Y),fy) 
satisfies the required conditions. 
We observe that the compact set in the statement of the lemma is given by 
XY o v;Y4. I 
COROLLARY. There are neighborhoods L% of X and N of al(X) such that 
for each YE %, V’(vi(Y)) is transversal to WS(yj(Y)) in N for evecJ> 
I,<i<kand l<j<l. 
Remark. A similar result is true for X E ;%T(M, 3M). 
THEOREM A. %;“(ZU,&V) is open in L%‘m(M, LM). 
Proof. Let X E Zy(M, 3M) and let Z? c %“(M, 8M) be the 
neighborhood of X given by the previous lemma. We have only to prove that 
shrinking Z?, if necessary, w(vi(Y)) is transversal to ws(yj(Y)) for every 
YE% and iE {l,..., k},jE {l,..., I}. 
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(1) The previous corollary implies that there is a neighborhood g0 of 
al(X) such that for each YE P, wU(vJY)) is transversal to W”(yj(Y)) in I?07 
l<i<k, l<j<l. 
We are going to prove by induction on the behaviour of or(X) with respect 
to yj(X) that for each j E {l,..., I) there are neighborhoods q c P of X and 
Rj of yl(X) such that for every YE Z$, rV”(vi(Y)) is transversal to WS(~,JY)) 
in Nj, i E {l,..., k}, m E { l,..., [}. 
For this, let 3”(v,(Y)), 1 < i < k, and xs(]jj(Y)), 1 <j < I, be the 
compatible unstable and stable tubular families. 
Let rr(X) be such that beh(cr,(X), y,(X)) = 1 and let D&y,(X)) be a 
fundamental domain for W’(y,(X)). There are,neighborhoods Ns 3 D&,(X)) 
and @r c P of X such that if YE @, then the domain of definition of the 
foliation F”(y,(X)) contains Ns . By the compatibimy of the stable tubular 
family it is enough to prove that wU(v,(Y)) is transversal to the leaves of 
s”“(rr(X)) in Ni. As beh(a,(X), yr(X)) = 1, W”(o,(X)) nNS is a compact 
set and by (1) there is a neighborhood N, of ct’u(or(X)) n NT in Ns such 
that if YE @r, @‘“(v,(Y)) is transversal to Ws(yj(Y)) in N,, 1 < i < k, 
l<j,<1. Consider vi(X) E sZ(X) with beh(v,(X), y,(X)) = 1. Thus 
PV”(vr(X)) r7 N: is a compact set. From the transversality assumption and 
the fact that the tangent spaces to leaves of the unstable tubular families 
depend continuously on the vector field and on the point, there are 
neighborhoods V, of wU(vr(X)) n NY in Ni and PII c @r of X such that if 
YE%*:, and FYy is a leaf of F”(vi(Y)) then Fy,y n VI is transversal to 
FS,y n VI, 1 < i < k, The other critical elements of X that have behaviour 
one relative to y,(X) are treated similarly and they are denoted simply by 
v*(X). Let vz(X) E Q(X) be such that beh(v,(X), yl(X)) = 2. If beh(v,(X), 
o,(X)) = 0, the intersection of W”(vz(X)) and N’\V, is compact so we can 
repeat the argument, getting neighborhoods V, of wU(v,(X>) I? NS\Y, in 
Ni\Vr and %‘r:z c W,, of X such that if YE %rz, Fy,;. f7 V? is transversal to 
FS,y n V, in V,. If beh(v,(X), o,(X)) = 1, the intersection of WU(vz(X)) and 
Ny\N, is compact and we can repeat the argument. Now, let v3(X) E D(X) 
be such that beh(v,(X), y,(X)) = 3. If beh(v,(X), o,,(X)) = 0, i.e., 
u”(v3(X)) r7 W’(o,(X)) = 0, we proceed as above. If beh(vj(X), c,,(X}) = 1, 
v(dx)) n N”\No is compact and we can repeat the argument. For the 
critical elements v,(X) with beh(v,(X), yr(X)) > 4 the argument is similar. 
Take PI = %r,k and N, = Uf=, ViUN,. For each YE %‘r, N, is a 
neighborhood of @‘“(v,(Y)) nlv; in Ns and by the construction of N, I 
wU(Vi(E3) is transversal to Ws(yj(Y)) in N,, 1 < i < k, 1 <j < 1. So we can 
say that for each Y E Z!, wU(v,(Y)) 
I<i<k, l,<j<Z. Then gl=u 
is transversal to W’(yj(Y)) in NT, 
*,,, X, N: and PI are the required 
neighborhoods. 
For yj(X) E Q(X) with beh(a,(X), rj(X)) > 1 the proof is similar. 
Our theorem is proved by setting 7”” = fl,“_ I Pi. fl 
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THEOREM B. Z~(M, &kf) is open in 2T”O(M, 2M). 
The proof of this is similar to that of the previous theorem, using the 
analogue of Lemma 2 for vector fields in %T(M, &I). 
Remark. In the same way we prove that &?(&I, 3M) is open in 
S” (M, af). 
The proof that Zy(AZ, &V), i = 0, 1, is open in %“(M, 634) can be done 
as in [7]. With a little more work we prove that Z&(M, 8&Z) is open in 
X”(&I, Z&f). The Theorem 2 is proved. 
3. STABILITY 
The main goal of this section is to prove that Zy(M, &VI), 0 < i < 5, are 
structurally stable. 
In [7] the existence of a compatible family of untable foliations for the 
critical elements of a Morse-Smale vector field was proved. This family is 
used to construct a topological equivalence between a Morse-Smale vector 
field and every vector field near it. Here, by the existence of saddle 
connection along the boundary of M we will use, besides that, the family 
constructed in Lemma 2 of the previous section to get the equivalence 
between a vector field X E .Kp(M, aM>, 1 ,< i ,< 5, and a vector field Y near 
it. 
We are going to construct in detail a homeomorphism h: M+ taking 
orbits of a vector field XE .X~(M,ahI) to orbits of a vector field 
YE Zp(M, f344) near X. 
Given X E 3-“(AI, aA4) let p E M be a hyperbolic singularity of X such 
that dim W’(p) < dim &I. We keep Y near X and denote by p the singularity 
of Y near p. Let C” (resp. p), C” (resp. p) be cross sections to w”(p, X) 
(resp. W”(p, Y)) and W”(p,X) (resp. w”(j?, Y)) such that Cs (resp. c) 
intersects W’(p, 1) (resp. Ws(& Y)) at a fundamental domain for Ws@, X) 
(resp. W”@, Y)). Similarly for C” and c”. We can choose C” and Cs in such 
a way that the Poincari: map z.~x: C”\W”(p,X) + Cs\ W’(p, X) is a 
homeomorphism. Similarly for p and e. 
The following lemmas can be easily proved. 
LEMMA 3. Suppose that there are homeomorphisms h,: C” + c” and 
h,: C” + c” such that: 
(i) h,(C’ fI W”(p, X)) = (7 n W’(ji, X), 
hu(Cu n W’(p, I)) = c” n W”(& Y). 
(ii) If x = xX(y), y E C” then h,(x) = zy(hu(y)). 
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Then these homeomorphisms can be extended to a horneomorphism from a 
neighborhood of p onto a neighborhood of p, taking orbits of X onto orbits of 
Y. 
LEMMA 4. Assume that dim W(p) = 1 and let h,: C” + p be u 
homeomorphism such that h,(C’ n W’(p, X)) = c” n W”(pt Y). Then there 
is a homeomorphism h,: C” --) c” such that h, and h,, satisfy (i) and (ii) from 
Lemma 3. 
Now let X E ;%^y(M, 3M) such that Q(,X) = v,(XjU ... U vk(X)U 
a,(x) v ul(x) u y,(xj u . - - U l;[(X) where (o,(xj, ol(Xj) have a saddle 
connection along the boundary of M. Let % c%‘T(M, %M) be the 
neighborhood ofX given bq’ Theorem A from the previous section. For each 
YE ZY’, Q(Y)= u,(Y)U a-0 u~,(Y)u~,(Y)U~,(Y)u~,(Y)u... Ut’dyb 
where v,(Y), o,,(Y), ol(Y), ]yj(Y) are the critical elements of Y near Vi(X). 
o,(X), o,(X), yj(X), respectively. For each YE @ let 3”(v,(Y)):..., 
F”(UY)), .F(oo(y?>; ~s(~l(Yj), ~“(Y~(Y))~...~ ~%,(Y)j be the 
compatible systems of foliations given by Lemma 1 from the previous section. 
Let C be a cross section to every YE Z?‘, C n wS(o,(X)) = D,y(a,,(X)). We 
construct a foliation x”(C, Yj of C compatible with 3”(vi(Y)), 1 < i < k, 
and denote by F&x, C) the leaf of x”(C, Y) at x E C. Let S be a cross 
section at p,(Y) E a,(Y) and f, the associated Poincare’ map. We can assume 
that for every YE ?Z the period of al(Y) is one and S is invariant by Y, (see 
Lemma 1 fiorit Section 1). Let D,(p,(Y),f,) be a Jtindamental domain for 
W’(p,(Y),f,) and q,(Y) = D&p,(Y),fy) n W’(o,(Y)). Consider the foliation 
~““(PI(n?7f,f f o a neighborhood VU(pl(Y)) of W*(p,(Qf,) constructed in 
Lemma 2, Section 1. If x E V”(p,(Y)), F?(X) denotes the leaf of 
jz”“(p,(Y),f,) through x. 
Let N(Y) be the connected component of a fundamental neighborhood for 
D,(p,(Y),f,) containing ql(Y) and let P,: N(Y)\jq,(Y)j -+ C be the PoincarP 
map. We know that there is a compact C(Y) c C such that: 
G> WY) 3 ~,(odY)). 
(ii) The diameter ofFUy(x, C) n C(Yj goes to zero when x tends to the 
boundary of M. 
(iii) For each x E C(Y) there is a unique leaf F;!(z) E 
~““(pl(Y).f,j/N, through q,(Y) such that P;‘(F;(.u, Cj n C(Y)) c F;?(z). 
LEMMA 5. Given X E sF(M, 8M) and YE %‘, where Z? is a 
neighborhood of X as above, assume that there is a Romeomorphism h: St3 
safis@ng the following properties: 
(i) h(S n 3M) = S n 8M; h(q,(X)) = q,(Y). 
(ii) h is compatible wirh Sr”(p,(X),f,), i.e., ifx and y are in the same 
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leaf of jr”‘(p,(X),f,) then h(X) and h(y) are also in the same leaf of 
~“YPlmfY). 
Then h can be continuousij extended to a horneomorphism h: Cc3 such 
that if y E N(X) and x = Px(y) then h(x) = P,(h(y)). 
ProoJ: We have C = A,(X) VA,(X) where A,(X) and AZ(X) are compact 
sets whose intersection is 0,(0,(x)). Similarly C = A i(Y) VA,(Y). We 
assume C(X) c A I(X) and C(Y) c A,(Y). Let us define h: A,(X)+ A,(Y). 
Shrinking A,(X) and A,(Y) if necessary we can suppose that there are 
neighborhoods V(q,(X)) c S and V(q,(Y)) c .S of q,(X) and q,(Y), respec- 
tively, such that 
and 
are homeomorphisms. We define h 1 : A, (X)\D,(o,(X))+ A 1( Y)\D,(o,( Y)) by 
h,(x) = P,hP;‘(x). It is clear that h, is a homeomorphism. We claim that h, 
can be continuously extended to a homeomorphism h,: D,(a,(X)) -+ 
D,(o,(Y)). Indeed, let p(qI(Y)) c V(q,(Y)) be a neighborhood of q,(Y). As h 
is a homeomorphism there is a neighborhood p(q,(X)) c V(qr(X)) of q,(X) 
such that h( F(q,(X))) = v(q,(Y)). Let C,(X) = P<,(P; ‘(C, n V(ql(X)))) and 
C,(Y) = P,(P;‘(C(Y) n r(ql(Y)))). Then C,(X) c C(X) and C,(Y) c C(Y) 
are compact sets satisfying the same properties as C(X) and C(Y), respec- 
tively. As h is compatible with sTus(p,(X)&) we have that h,: C,(X)+ 
C,(Y) is compatible with F”(C, X)/C,(X), i.e., if x and y are in the same 
leaf of F”(C, X)/C,(X) then h,(x) and h,(y) are also in the same leaf of 
F”(C, Y)/C,(Y). (See the diagram below.) 
In a natural way we extend h, to D,(a,(X))\&f: if x E D,(o,(X))\aM then 
x E Fi(z, C) for some z E A,(X); we define h,(x) = F;(h,(z), C) f7 D,(o,(Y)). 
If {P,LX),P,(X)} = W%(X)) n ,%I and Ip&‘%p2(Y)I = W%(Y)) n &II 
with P,(Y) (rev. P,(Y)) near P&Q 6-w P&Q) we set h,(p,O) =P,(Y) 
and h,(p,(X)) =p,(Y). The continuity of the leaves of F”(C,(X), X) and the 
compatibility of h, with respect to this foliation imply the continuity of h, 
restricted to D,(o,(X))\(p,(X),p,(X)}. Let us prove now the continuity of h, 
at ~dx). Let W,, N c C, x,+p,(X) as n 4 co. It is easy to see that if 
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W,,N c C then h,(x,) +pr(Y). Indeed this follows from the continuity of 
leaves of F”(C,(X),X) and the compatibility of h, with respect to this 
foliation. Now assume that the whole sequence x, is in the complement of 
C,(X) in C. As x,+pr(X) E &‘H, P;‘(x,) -+ ql(X) and P;‘(x,) & P;r(C,(X)) 
for every n. As h: SF) is continuous h(P;‘(x,))+ h(q,(X)) =q,(Y) and 
W,‘(xJ @ p;‘MY)> f or every n. This implies P,hP;‘(x,) = h,(x,) --$ 
Q.(%(YN and WJ 6~ C,(Y) f or every n. Thus h,(x,) -+ D,(o,(Y)) n 8M. It 
is not difficult to see that in fact h,(x,)+p,(Y). In the same way we prove 
the continuity of h, at p2(X). Now we define any homeomorphism 
hz:A,(X)+A,(Y) such that h,/D,(o,(X)) = h, and hz compatible with 
r’(C, X)/A,(X). The lemma is proved. 1 
LEMMA 6. Let X E Zr(M, &M) and YE % where % is a neighborhood 
of X as in the previous lemma. Then there are homeomorphisms 
hU: Uj,, W’“(yj(X)) U W”(oI(X))-+ Ufzl W”(];.(Y)) U V’(o,(Y)), and h”: 
(jr=, W(V~(X)) -+ U f= 1 W’(v,(Y)) satisfying the following conditions: 
(i) h”X, = Yths and h”X, = Y,h”for every t. 
(ii) h” is compatible with the stable foliations for y,(X), 1 <j < 1, i.e., 
the h” image of a leaf ofr”(yj(X)) (resp. 33~,(X))) is contained in some 
leaf of .Fs(yj( Y)) (resp. F’(o, (Y))). 
(iii) hS is compatible with the unstable foliations of vi(X), 1 < i < k. 
The proof of this lemma can be found in [ 7). 
THEOREM C. If X E Zy(M, 3M) then X is structurally stable. 
Proof. Let X E Sy(M, &M) and YE ZV where P is a neighborhood of X 
as in the previous lemmas. 
We are going to construct a homeomorphism h: M+ taking orbits of X 
onto orbits of Y. 
1st step. We construct as in Lemma 6 a homeomorphism h”: 
Uf=l ws(vi(x))+ UF=* ws(Vi(y)) compatible with the unstable folia- 
tions of the critical elements vI)s and conjugating X, and Y,. In the same 
way we construct a homeomorphism h”: ufzl W”(yj(X))U W”(ol(X))-+ 
uj’= 1 ~(Yj’,-(Y)) u ~@l(Y)> compatible with the stable foliations of the 
critical elements yj’s and 6,. 
2nd step. Using the same notations as in Lemma 5 we are going to 
define a homeomorphism h: S+ compatible with 3”“@,(X),f,) and 
-++-“(P ,Gnf*)- 
Let A, c D,(a,,(X)) (resp. A y c D,(a,(Y))) be an open set containing the 
interisection of the foliations F”(v,(X)), 1 < i < k (resp. F”(vi(Y)), 
1 < i < k), with D,(u,(X)) (resp. D,(a,(Y))) w h ose closure does not intersect 
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the boundary of M. Thus hS: Uf= i W’(v,(X)) + uf=, Ws(vi(Y)) extends to a 
homeomorphism hS: A, + A I. compatible with F”(v,(X)), 1 < i < k, such 
that its restriction to the boundary of A, is a diffeomorphism C’ close to the 
inclusion and so it can be extended to all of D,(o,(X)). Moreover, 
hS: ~sbdX)> --) I,@,) ’ d in uces a map from the space of leaves of 
X”(C,X) onto the space of leaves of y”(C, Y): to Fi E,P”(C, X) is 
associated Fb E 3”(C, Y) if h”(F; n D,(aO(X))) = F; n D&a,(Y)). 
Let us now define h in the space of leaves of ~““(p,(X),&). The leaves of 
~YP~WLL) th rough ql(X) bound a region A3(X) c S such that &f3(X) = 
FyS(q,(X)) U FyS(q,(X)) where FYS(q,(X)), i = 1, 2, are leaves through q,(X). 
Furthermore if Px: N(X)\{qI(X)] -+ C is the Poincare map and C(X) c C is 
the compact set given in Lemma 2 we have that if Fy E -9-“(q1(X)) is a leaf 
through a point in the interior of A3(X), there is a unique leaf 
F’$ E fl”(C, X) such that Pi’(Fj: f7 C(X)) c Fy. Similarly for jr”(q,(Y)). 
We denote by FYS(q,(Y)) the leaf in the boundary of A3(Y) near Fys(q,(X)), 
i= 1,2. Let us define h in K”“(pi(X),f,)/A,(X). We set h(FPs(q,(X)))= 
FyS(q,(Y)), i = 1, 2. If Fp is a leaf through a point in the interior of A 3(X) 
let FJ: E x”(C, X) such that P; ‘(FlfT C(X)) c F.7; we define h(F);“) as the 
unique leaf Fy E ~““(p,(Y)&)/N(Y) such that P;‘(hS(Flj f7 C(l-1) c FUyS. 
Now we choose hi as a diffeomorphism (near the inclusion) from a 
neighborhood of the exterior boundary of D,@,(X),&) onto a neighborhood 
of the exterior boundary of Ds@,(Y),fy). Near the interior boundary of 
~s@~(x)Ji) hi, is defined by hif,=f,h”,. This partial homeomorphism 
can be extended to a homeomorphism of D,(o,(X)) onto D,(u,(Y)) taking 
q,(X) at q,(Y). Moreover, h”,: D&al(X)) + D,(o,(Y)) induces a map from the 
space of leaves of ~““(pi(X)J~)/N(X) restricted to the leaves through 
points of D,(p,(~~),f,)\{q,(X)} onto the space of leaves of 
9-“S(p,(Y)rfy)/N(Y) restricted to the leaves of D,(p,(Y),f,) through points 
of D,(p,(Y),fY)\{ql(Y)). In this way we have defined a map hi from the 
space of leaves of ~““(pi(X),f,) restricted to the leaves through points of 
D,(p,(X),&) onto the space of leaves of ~““(pl(Y),f,) restricted to leaves 
through points of Ds(p,(Y),fy). Using the equation hs f i = f FhS we define hs 
on ST”‘@,(X), f,). We observe that the restriction of hi to W’(p,(X),&) is a 
conjugacy between f, and f,. Thus we have defined homeomorphisms hf: 
TP,Gnfx)- WYA(Y),fY) and h”: @Yp,W,fx) + W%,KLfyl 
compatible with 3”‘(p,(X),&) and Y”“(p,(X),f,), respectively. By the 
intersection of the leaves we defined h: S+. Such a map is obviously 
continuous outside thef,-orbit of qi(X). The continuity of h at thef,-orbit of 
s,(X) is a consequence of the continuity of the foliation ~““(p,(X),fx). By 
Lemmas 3, 4 and 5 h can be extended continuously to a homeomorphism h, 
from a neighborhood N(a,(X)) of a,(X) onto a neighborhood N(a,(Y)) of 
u,(Y) taking orbits of X onto orbits of Y. We note that the above 
constructions imply that the restriction of h, to D,(u,(X)) coincides with h”. 
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3rd step. Here we conclude the construction of the equivalence h 
between X and Y. So far h is defined on the union of the stable manifolds of 
vi(X), 1 < i < k, conjugating X, and Yt and preserving the unstable fotiations 
F”(v,(X)) and R”(vi(Y)), 1 < i < k. This homeomorphism is also defined 
on the cross section S and on a neighborhood N(a,(X)) of o,(X) saturated 
by segments of X-orbits. Moreover, reparametrizing the vector fields we can 
get h in such a way that its restriction to the boundary of N(o,(X)) is a 
conjugacy between X, and Y,. (See the diagram below.) 
We proceed by induction constructing the equivalence h on neighborhoods of 
the critical elements yj(X), 1 <j < 1. We have h defined on 5’ and using the 
equation hX, = Y,h on B = CJrho X,5’. Let A, 2 be fundamental domains for 
lV(y,(X)) and W’(y,(Y)), B = h(B). First we extend h: B 3 g to h:A --t 2 
conjugating X, and Yt and being compatible with the unstable foliations of 
vi(X), 1 <i < k. This can be done as follows: over A we construct an 
unstable foliation 3”(1’i(X)) defined on A\B compatible with the unstable 
foliations of vi(X), 1 < i < k. In the same way we construct an unstable - - 
foliation --““(yr(Y)) defined on A\B compatible with the unstable foliations 
3”(vi(Y)), 1 < i < k. This is possible because h is differentiable near the 
boundary of B. Now x”(yr(X)) is defined on a neighborhood of y,(X) off B 
by simply considering the iterates by X, of the leaves through points of A 
and the leaf lP’(yi(X)). Similarly for Y and y,(Y). We extend h to A and by 
the equation hX, = Y,h we define h on all of W’(y,(X)), preserving the 
foliations F”(yi(X)) and flu@,(Y)). Using the complementary foliations 
F”(yi(X)) and Z”(1~i(X)) for X and Y and the conjugacy already defined 
on their spaces of leaves we obtain h defined on a full neighborhood of 
y,(X). The continuity of h on W’(y,(X)) follows from the fact that it 
preserves .F”(yi(X)). The induction procedure for the remaining yj{X) is 
similar. In this way we have constructed a homeomorphism h which is a 
conjugacy on the stable manifolds of vi(X), 1 < i < k, and yj(X), 1 <j ,< & 
and which is an equivalence from N, to N, and, when restricted to the 
boundary of N,, is a conjugacy. Thus we have R defined on all of M. It is 
clearly continuous at the stable manifolds of uO(X), o,(X) and yi(X), 
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1 <j < I, h(8M) = &lL That h is continuous at the stable manifolds of v,(X), 
1 < i ,< k, follows immediately from the fact that it preserves the unstable 
foliations of these critical elements. The theorem is proved. 1 
Similarly we prove that a vector field in %y(M, aM), i E (2,4, 5}, is 
structurally stable. The proof of the stability of a vector field in Z$‘(M, 3M) 
is analogous to the proof of the stability of a Morse-Smale vector tield on a 
compact manifold without boundary [7]. Also it is easy to prove that 
X E Zy(M, 8M) is structurally stable. 
Thus we proved that a vector field X E Z&(M, aM> having a unique 
saddle connection along the boundary is stable. 
We indicate now how to proceed when we have more than one saddle 
connection. Suppose we have two saddle connections (o&Q, o,(x)) and 
(am, Al) 1 a ong the boundary. If o,(X) # CO(X) and a,(X) # al(X) then 
the construction of the compatible families is independent. If o,(X) # O,,(X) 
and G,(X) = 6,(X) with IV”(a,(X)) n Ws(a,(X)) and E”‘(O,JX)) n 
FV(c,(X)) lying in the same connected component of D,(p,(X), X) (where 
p,(X) E o,(X)) then the construction of the tubular families is analogous. We 
only need to pay attention to the fact that, in this case, for Y in a 
neighborhood of X, the foliation F”“@,(Y), Y), constructed as before, has 
two singularities instead of one, when restricted to a fundamental domain. 
The other cases are similar. Theorem 3 is proved. 
APPENDIX 
The proof of the following theorem can be easily deduced from Takens 
[lOI* 
THEOREM. Let A1 ,..., /2, E C, I&j # 1, i = I,..., m, satisjjing the 
Sternberg r-condition. Then there is p =p(;ll ,..., A,, r) such that if M is a 
Hiibert manifold, FE DiffP(M), x0 E M with F(xJ =x0, T,,M= Eh @ EC, 
dim Eh < co and sp(DxOF) = {A,,..., A,} u sp(D,f I EC), sp(QcOF I-0 = S’, 
then there is a C’ coordinate system, p: U, + TxOM, q$.u,,) = 0, U, 
neighborhood of x0 in M such that (q~Fqz-‘)(x~, xc) = (L(Y) xh, t&c’)), 
where L(x’) is linear for each xc E EC and y(O) = 0. 
I am indebted to R. Mai% and F. Takens for suggesting the corollary 
below. 
COROLLARY. Let N be a smooth n-dimensional manifold and 
1 L ,..., A, E C, [Ai1 # 1, i = l,..., m, satisfying the Sternberg r-condition, 
r > n/2. There is p = p(A ,,..., A,, r) such that ifs E DiffP(N) and x0 EN is a 
jix point off with sp(D,.f) = {A, ..., A,} then there are neighborhoods Z’ off 
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in DiffP(N), U ofx,, in N and k: P --) Emb’-j-““(U, R”) ofclass C’, 0 <j < 
r - n/2, such that k(g) gh(g)-’ is linear. 
Proof. Let HP(N) be the Sobolev space of order p. The inclusions 
DiffP(N) ki HP(N) 4’ DiffP-“j’(N) are continuous. 
Let M = N x HP(N). Then M is a Hilbert manifold. 
Define F: N X HP(N) 4 by F(.x, g) = (g(x), g). We have that F E Cp -rr’Z, 
Jlhf) = GGIJ-> and F satisfy the conditions of the Theorem. Let 
a, E cr-no be the coordinate system given by the Theorem, (D: U, X g0 --f 
T cx”,f,P x fW’9)~ where U, is a neighborhood of x0 in N, %‘0 is a 
neighborhood off in HP(N), q&J) = 0. 
Let 2%’ c Diff”(N) be such that i(g) = P0 and define k(g) = y/(,,, x ,ie,. 
Thus k: 22’ J Emb’-n’2-j(U,,. Rn) is Cj and it is clear that 
k(g). gkk-’ is linear. I 
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